
 
Figure S1.  Conductive AFM image of the ex situ  switched device A, showing mapping of topography

performed using a Bruker Icon microscope with a Pt/Ir coated Si tip of nominal diameter 20 nm. The region

was scanned with 10 V applied to the bottom electrode. The compliance current of the microscope was

500 nA.  The tip  was  grounded.  This  voltage  was  required  to  record  a  measurable  current  due  to  the

tunneling gap between the tip and the sample, as scanning did not involve pressing hard into the surface.

The conductive spot was formed directly on the SiOx layer using an applied voltage of 16 V and a 100 μA

current  compliance  with  a  nominally  1 μm  diameter  W  probe  from  a  Keithley  4200  semiconductor

characterization system.



Figure S2.  Bright-field TEM images recorded during removal of the protective ink/Pt layer from a FIB-

prepared specimen of device A in situ in the TEM using a movable W probe in a Nanofactory specimen

holder, in order to expose the SiOx layer beneath it for direct electrical contacting using the same W probe.

Figure S3. Off-axis electron holographic phase images recorded from device B at (a) 0 V, (b) 20 V and (c)

25 V. Phase unwrapping has been performed inside the SiOx layer, while phase wraps are still present in the

much noisier regions corresponding to the electrical contacts. The measured phase has been converted to

the indicated voltage scale on the assumption that the specimen thickness is 50 nm, that the voltage is

contained with the specimen and that it is uniform in the electron beam direction. The difference between

(b) and (a) is shown in Fig. 4c, while the difference between (c) and (a) is shown in Fig. 4d. As the contrast

variations inside the SiOx layer are not visible in Figs. 4 (c-d), they are attributed to variations in specimen

thickness. The scale bars are 20 nm.



Figure S4. I-V curve recorded from device A while performing switching  in situ in the TEM using a

movable W needle under (a) DF TEM and (b) HAADF STEM imaging conditions. The DF TEM and

HAADF STEM images in the insets were recorded at  the maximum applied voltage shown in the I-V

curve.



Figure S5. (a) BF TEM image of device A recorded at the end of the in situ switching experiment carried

out using a movable W needle. (b) HAADF STEM image recorded after transfer of the specimen to a

second TEM equipped with an EDX detector. The red arrow indicates the region from which the EDX

linescans shows in (c) were recorded. (c) Integrated EDX intensities of the C, Si, Ti and O K edges and

simultaneously recorded HAADF STEM signal. .


